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Grading System Guidelines 

 
Grades K through Twelve 
 
Each teacher will record Carnegie grades weekly, and progress towards Standards 
Proficiencies as outlined in PCSD#1 Body of Evidence plan. Student attendance will be 
taken daily by period, based on building needs. Grades for subjects will be assigned on 
the basis of completed daily work, tests, and classroom activities.  Social Skills, learning 
behaviors and personal development will be considered as part or all of the work 
ethic/citizenship measurement. All grades and attendance will be electronically recorded 
using the district Student Information System. 
 
The following is the Carnegie grading scale used in PCSD#1 for Junior High, Middle 
School and High School students.  

A = 90-100       
 B = 80-89 
 C = 70-79 
 69 and below = Failure/No Carnegie Credit   
 P = Passing 
 IP = In Progress 
 I = Incomplete 
 
Standard Proficiencies Scores for high school will be measured against the 11th grade 
performance expectations and recorded as follows: 
 Advanced = Knowledge and skill level above 11th grade level expectations  
 Proficient = Knowledge and skill level appropriate for 11th grade level  
 Basic = Basic understanding of concepts  
 Below Basic = Lacks basic understanding of concepts  
 NA = Not assessed at this time 
 
Junior High, Middle School and High School also use the following Work Ethic Grades: 
 E = Excellent     
 S = Satisfactory    
 U = Unsatisfactory    
 
Standard Proficiencies Scores will be recorded as follows: 
 Advanced = Knowledge and skill level above grade level expectations  
 Proficient = Knowledge and skill level appropriate for grade level  
 Basic = Basic understanding of concepts  
 Below Basic = Lacks basic understanding of concepts  
 NA = Not assessed at this time 
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Secondary Grades 
 
The middle schools/junior highs and high schools will operate on the grading point 
system which follows:  4.0 = A, 3.0 = B, 2.0 = C, 0 = F.  Grade point averages will be 
computed on this scale by taking points earned, times credit earned, divided by total 
credits possible.  Grades of P(passing) will not be computed for grade point averages. 
 
Grades Three through Six 
 

A = 90-100       
 B = 80-89 
 C = 70-79 
 69 and below = Failure/No Carnegie Credit   
 E = Excellent    P = Passing 
 S+ = Above Satisfactory  IP = In Progress 
 S = Satisfactory   I = Incomplete    
 N = Needs Improvement  
 
Standard Proficiencies Scores will be recorded as follows: 
 Advanced = Knowledge and skill level above grade level expectations  
 Proficient = Knowledge and skill level appropriate for grade level  
 Basic = Basic understanding of concepts  
 Below Basic = Lacks basic understanding of concepts  
 NA = Not assessed at this time 
  
Kindergarten through Second Grade 
 
 The grading system for Kindergarten through second grade will be: 
 S = Satisfactory 
 N = Needs improvement 
 Blank Box = Area not being evaluated during the grading period. 
 + = Mastered 

- = Introduced, not mastered 
 

Standard Proficiencies Scores will be recorded as follows: 
 Advanced = Knowledge and skill level above grade level expectations  
 Proficient = Knowledge and skill level appropriate for grade level  
 Basic = Basic understanding of concepts  
 Below Basic = Lacks basic understanding of concepts  
 NA = Not assessed at this time 
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Cross References:   IKAB – Student Progress Reports to Parents 
   IKE – Promotion and Retention of Students 
   IKF – Graduation Requirements 
   IKFB – Graduation 

IL - Testing Programs 
JO – Student Records 
 
     
 
 
 
 

First Reading:  February 9, 2004   
Second Reading: March 15, 2004  
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